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6 CONCLUSION

6.1 'Scotland to the World, the World to Scotland'

It has been two years since NMS re-opened its doors, inviting a new generation of

local and international viewers to engage with Tibetan material culture. In that

time, the question I posited as part of the Living Lands gallery development - how

were historical encounters between originating communities and those local to the

Museum influencing the construction of the world in Scotland, through material

culture _1 has been interrogated through both the process of creating those

displays and the research undertaken in this thesis.

Reflecting on those final displays, in light of the conclusions that can be

drawn from my own research, highlights the difficulty that museums have faced

when confronted with both historical legacies and contemporary attempts to

interrogate them. In the Living Lands gallery, positioned on the ground floor in an

area deemed to receive high visitor traffic,' Tibet's material heritage plays a

central part in an ethnographically focused display of the traditional values and

contemporary lives of indigenous peoples.'

The objects have been divided between three cases: one large, one small

and one table-top. Around these cases are photographs of the Himalayan

landscape, the completed wall of prayer wheels commissioned from Samye Ling

1
See Introduction, section 1.1, 'Scotland to the World, the World to Scotland': 16.

2 Even the placement of Tibetan objects within the Museum building is a reflection of changing
understandings of the significance of the collections and of the types of objects visitors now except
to view.
3
NMS website, "living lands", accessed 23/04/2013,

http://www.nms.ac. uk/ ou r_museu ms/ nationa 1_museu m/explore _the_ga Ileries/worid _cuItu res/I ivi
ng_lands.aspx.
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Monastery, and a taxidermy specimen of a yak - representing the relationship

between Tibetans and this important indigenous domesticated animal." Within the

larger case the variety of Tibetan life - nomadic and sedentary, wealthy and

humble - is explored through objects taken from all the collections that make up

the Museum's Tibetan holdings (Figure 51). However, this display is not just a

representation of Tibetan culture, but also a representation of the people who

brought the objects to Scotland. Each section of the gallery includes a small

biographical panel about one of the collectors and how they contributed to the

Museum's (and therefore the public's) understanding of Tibetan culture. In this

instance, a panel about Annie Taylor and a photograph of her taking tea with

Puntso and Sigu (Figure 3) are placed in conjunction with the objects in the

photograph, set out ready for the moment to be re-enacted. By bringing the

collector back into the public view, the NMS displays have attempted to show how

Scotland's museums (and their contributors) aided the development of British

representations of Tibetan culture through objects," These objects, through their

display and interpretation, subtly offer the viewer a collaborative mosaic of all the

expectations, intentions and influential ideological concepts that have been

analysed throughout this thesis. This display, in line with the other large display

4 The display of natural history alongside ethnography in modern museum displays (see also the re-
display of Kelvingrove Museum, Glasgow) actually draws on display methods used far earlier. Harris
discuses the use of such concepts at the Crystal Palace, after its move to Sydenham Hill in 1851,
which included a Tibetan display. Here, she notes, models of Tibetans dressed in Tibetan clothing
and surrounded by appropriate material culture artefacts, were placed in a landscape depicting
Himalayan flora and fauna (Harris, The Museum on the Roof of the World, 31). This fauna included
the mounted specimen of a yak, placed within the displays as a specific signifier of Tibet's
remarkable environment, as the yak can only survive at great altitude (Ibid., 33).
5 Although Annie Taylor is the only collector associated with Tibetan material discussed within the
gallery, as a result of this thesis the other collectors associated with the Museum's current displays
will form part of a new web resource outlining the history of the Tibetan collections at NMS. This
will go live in 2014.
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cases in the gallery, is a clear part of the Museum's wider re-engagement with its

ethnographic collections. Objects are not just representative of a past historical

moment but a contemporary engagement with indigenous identities.

Figure 51: The largest of three cases of Tibetan material, Living Lands Gallery, NMS. © Inbal Livne

By contrast to the domestic and pastoral scenes depicted within the larger

case, the adjacent smaller case offers the viewer a reconstruction of a Tibetan

Buddhist altar accompanied by a text panel titled 'The Spiritual Fabric of Tibet'

(Figure 52). The text explains that 'Buddhism influences all aspects of Tibetan life

and is central to its culture', suggesting that whilst the idea of 'Tibetan culture' as

'Tibetan Buddhist culture' remains within the conventions for displaying Tibetan

objects, the definition of those terms is somewhat broader than has been

historically recognised. This case contains an altar table (collected by David Tyrie),

a chorten (collected by Eric Bailey), a thangka (collected by Annie Taylor), Lilian Le
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Mesurier's shrine case, several sculptures and other items that have historically

fallen under the category of 'Tibetan Buddhist art'. As individual objects, these

items were collected in extremely disparate circumstances, spanning the entirety

of the temporal and spatial activity outlined in this thesis. In placing them together

the Museum has continued the process of 'flattening out' the history of the

collection, whilst also adhering to a conventional form for displaying Tibetan

Buddhist artefacts." One could argue that this form of display has allowed Tibetan

Buddhism to remain static and unchanging - in contrast to the other parts of the

display, which attempt to engage with more innovative modes of interpretation

and visitor interaction. The altar display is also a link to the Museum's past, re-

displaying some of the items previously seen as part of the single case of Tibetan

material (focusing on Tibetan Buddhist art) that was available for public view in the

latter decades of the twentieth century. Yet by placing Tibetan Buddhist artefacts

within a far broader range of objects deemed culturally Tibetan than has been the

case historically/ this display has an important function, connecting past

perceptions of Tibetan Buddhism as Tibetan culture, with modern interpretations

that examine cultural diversity. Tibetan Buddhism still has a core function (as seen

in both NMS and other museum displays around the world) but no longer acts as a

single signifier of Tibetan culture. The display of the Tibetan altar sits amongst the

6 The display of Tibetan Buddhist artefacts as they would be seen on a traditional altar can be seen
at the World Museum Liverpool, The Newark Museum New Jersey and the Rubin Museum New
York.
7 For example, the Tibetan displays of the British Museum created in 1905 and discussed in Chapter
Three (page 373). These displays were created almost exclusively out of material obtained from
monasteries relating directly to the practices of Tibetan Buddhism, a particular and narrow field of
Tibetan material culture. The single display case of Tibetan material in the RSM in the later
twentieth century was created in much the same way, only including metalwork associated with
monasteries and Tibetan Buddhist 'religion'.
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larger case displaying the rich history of the NMS collections, the video and prayer

wheel installation examining the dynamism of contemporary Tibetan practices and

the landscape backdrops. It attempts to connect the overall Tibetan displays both

chronologically and intellectually - showing the development of western

constructions and interpretations of Tibetan material culture from the collector, to

the museum, to a re-engagement with originating communities.

Figure 52: The representation of a Tibetan Buddhist altar and associated material culture, Living
Lands gallery, NMS. © Inballivne.

In the introduction to her book The Museum on the Roof of the World,

Harris asks if Tibetan culture must be determined by 'religion and traditionalism, or

if it can embrace modernity, biculturalism and global cosmopolitanlsmf lt is
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this challenge was not taken up more fully, despite offering an opening for such

questions to be asked. The video installation, focusing on the building of the prayer

wheel wall at the centre of the gallery and the work of Samye Ling monastery in

the Scottish borders, offered an opportunity to discuss the changing global

representation of Tibetan Buddhism, as more and more adherents come from

outside of the ethnic Tibetan community and develop their faith outside of the

Himalayan landscape. As Samye Ling becomes a place for Scottish school children

to learn about Tibetan Buddhism (just as the NMS displays have become), what are

the implications of their experiences taking place in the Scottish landscape

amongst European Buddhist practitioners, who find themselves in the monastic

setting for a variety of reasons and come from a diversity of backgrounds?"

The video installation begins with an interview in which a (Scottish) Tibetan

Buddhist nun explains how Samye Ling 'makes great efforts to ensure that all the

buildings and all the artefacts and everything we do, that's related to the practice

of Tibetan Buddhism, is absolutely authentic and tradltlonal'r'" Does this mean

that modernity and globalisation are inauthentic, that their impact, which has the

ability to alter traditions and create new ones, should not form part of how we

think about Tibetan Buddhism in the West today? I do not believe that such views,

echoing Orientalist scholarship of the late nineteenth century, are an intentional

9 The project with Samye Ling was organized with the approval and assistance of the late Akong
Rinpoche, co-founder of Samye Ling monastery. However the people who worked on the project
came from a wide variety of backgrounds and life experiences. Although all were practitioners of
Tibetan Buddhism, they were not necessarily monks or nuns and their number included a car
bodyshop worker and several pensioners. During the building of the prayer wheel house I was
fortunate enough to go to Samye-ling and meet with some of these artists. None of their stories
feature in the film, nor are the reasons why they came to Samye ling recorded.
10 This video can also be viewed at:
http://www.nms.ac. uk/ our _m useums/ nation aI_m useum/explore_the _ga lIeries/world _cuItu res/I ivi
ng_lands.aspx
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outcome of this video, which is ostensibly about how a prayer wheel is made and

how it is used. As the nun speaks, the video pans the temple, filled with people,

praying together, of various social and racial backgrounds, showing that Buddhism

in twenty-first century Scotland is indeed global. The video then, creates a mixed

message about Tibetan Buddhism in the West today.

It may seem unfair to expect a museum, which now caters largely for family

groups, children and tourists to focus its energies on social and global concerns

that are so far reaching and broad ranging. Yet, in bringing 'the World to Scotland',

is this not what the NMS was established to do? Has it not always strived to

innovate and face the future? Such missed opportunities cannot necessarily be laid

at the doors of museum staff responsible for creating the displays. As we have

seen, historically the pressures and politics of both internal and external forces

have often guided the development of the Museum, and this process continues

today. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries Messrs Vallance and

Dobbie found their work at the Museum influenced and constrained by the Scotch

Education Board, the interests of the powerful missionary societies and Scotland's

economic concerns, such as mining. Today, curatorial staff face pressures from the

Scottish Executive and other funding bodies, the National Curriculum and a

constant struggle to boost visitor numbers. In the face of such concerns, straying

too far from traditional, proven methods of display is understandably an undue

risk if the Museum does not have the full backing of both those external agencies

and internal high-level management. Frustratingly, the Museum itself remains the

perpetrator of much of its perceived entropy and the continuation of the flattening

out of object biographies.
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Despite this, the The Living Lands gallery paints a vibrant picture of Tibetan culture

and our western engagement with it. In a subtle fashion it tries to show that the

terms 'art' and 'ethnography' can remain fluid and multi-dimensional, providing us

with a variety of ways in which to interpret material culture within the museum

setting.ll Tibetan objects are also displayed in other areas of the Museum;

sometimes in a conventional manner (the Buddhist statues in the Sculpture

Gallery) and sometimes in ways which engage with new techniques of museum

display to reanimate objects of performance and ceremony that have been forced

to remain static by traditional modes of interpretation (the cham costumes now

displayed in Performance and Lives). The NMS has continued, in part, to visualise

Tibet through a historic lens, tied to its own institutional history and the history of

western collecting. However, these tropes are now placed in juxtaposition with

contemporary academic enquiry and dialogue with both originating and emerging

communities, making these histories more visible and more easily questioned. The

often difficult relationship between 'representation' and 'external reality' is

perhaps a good one to have in an institution founded on a desire to make known

the world around it.12

There has, through the story of Annie Taylor and Puntso and through the

video installation, been some attempt to reinstate Tibetans in displays of their

material culture. The excellent provenance of the NMS collections allowed

11This idea, which engages the public with the multiple ways in which the same objects can be
viewed as both art and ethnography is developed more explicitly in another of the galleries, Artistic
Legacies. As the panel text at the entrance to that gallery states: 'what you perceive as art depends
on your perspective. Neither art nor tradition have straightforward definitions, this applies as much
to 2000 years ago as it does to today'.
12 Refer back to the discussion on representation versus external realities in Timothy Mitchell's
work, in the Introduction, section 1.2.3, 'Knowing' Tibet: constructing Tibet through the process of
collecting: 37.
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curators, including myself, to unpack the relationships between collectors and

indigenous agents from whom they collected. Through this collector biography-

based research, the theme of the empathetic collector was developed - collectors

who had created particularly strong bonds with the communities from whom they

had collected, and who had left the NMS with a substantial collecting legacy. As

noted, within the Tibetan section, Annie Taylor became the collector focus, an

important choice because it reflected the Museum's longstanding relationship with

Tibetan material, which began before the 1904 Expedition. The Pitt-Rivers founding

collection (those objects collected by Pitt-Rivers himself) included Tibetan

material, some of which is currently on display, and the British Museum had a

significant collection of Tibetan material prior to 1904, which is also displayed

today.13 However, the importance ofthe NMS displays, and in particular the use of

Annie Taylor as an interpretative tool, is in the explicit exploration of collecting

practices and British-Tibetan relationships formed before 1904, which does not

form a significant part of the interpretation of Tibetan material culture in many

other national museums. This choice highlights the significant contribution Scottish

collections are making to a study of the earlier history of British-Tibetan

encounters.

The displays in the Living Lands gallery show that over one hundred years

of grappling with the terms used to classify Tibetan material culture - as 'Tibetan

Buddhist', as 'religious', as 'ethnography' and as 'art' - has allowed Tibetan

13 Harris discusses one of these early pieces from the Pitt-Rivers collection and its changing
interpretation over the course of the late nineteenth century (The Museum on the Roof of the
World, 27). She also notes that Waddell's collection of 'fixtures and fittings' from his Sikkemese
temple was deposited with the British Museum in 1896 (Harris 2012: 46), meaning that a well
provenanced and studied selection of material was already in the British Museum's hands before
Waddell was contracted to collected on their behalf in 1904.
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material culture to remain malleable, allowing it to continue to be positioned in

multiple categories. It is this fluidity that has made these Tibetan collections an

excellent area of study, for examining how objects can be vehicles for personal

expectation and intent within a developing sense of how British encounters with

other cultures should be represented. Again, it can be argued that the NMS

displays do not go far enough to engage with post-colonial theory and do not allow

Tibetans to have enough of a say in the representation of their culture, both

historically and contemporaneously. If the Museum wished to be truly self-

reflexive, to give a voice to those made invisible by its own history and processes,

should the developing narrative not have focused on Puntso himself? Had the

Museum taken up the challenge to represent the contemporary, diasporic, Tibetan

community and the emerging community of non-Tibetan Buddhist practitioners,

we may have been able to get a clearer sense of this theoretical stance in action."

NMS is unlikely to undergo another such radical redisplay in the next two to

three decades. Their challenge now is to use educational programmes, visiting

researchers, performers, teachers and practitioners to continue to debate these

questions. What is Tibetan culture? Who defines it? Who represents it? What is its

relationship with western ideologies, globalism and changing attitudes to 'religion'

in the modern world?

14 Whilst post-colonial theory is of course not a new concept, most permanent museum gallery
spaces are only redeveloped every twenty to thirty years. The last ten to fifteen years there has
been a significant increase in museums grappling with these issues, finding spaces and medium in
which to engage with originating communities and emerging diasporic ones in both traditional and
creative ways. In Scotland alone the last fifteen years have seen redevelopments of ethnographic
displays in Glasgow, Edinburgh and Dundee museums.
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6.2 Constructing a multi-dimensional Tibet in the western

imagination.

Using Tibetan collections in Scottish museums as a primary base of evidence, I set

out to examine encounters between Tibetan objects and British (and particularly

Scottish) people. The idea that accumulating possessions creates personal identity

has been commonly deployed as a strategy of western identity formation. IS The

chapters in this thesis have clearly shown how this process has taken place,

highlighting how objects not only accumulated their own biographical detail, but

performed important social functions for collectors and were often a part of the

production of the identities of a variety of people with whom they interacted. It is

through this process of engagement that these objects have been shown to

contribute to the construction of many differing, but related, notions of Tibet

within Britain: as collectors enforce a wider variety of roles upon objects, more

layers of biographical information become available for analysis.

The central chapters of this thesis have laid out a mosaic of collectors and

other agents associated with the collecting of Tibetan material culture. The variety

of these individuals had the potential to prevent any clear analysis of these

collections, but by understanding these varied constructions of Tibet as coming out

of related ideological concerns and imperial influences, collectors have been

threaded together in ways that have allowed informed comparisons to be made

between them and their various collections.

15 Clifford, "Objects and Selves: An Afterward", 238.
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Within the object biography model, both Appadurai and Kopytoff stress the

importance of context in ascribing agency to objects and people."

Contextualisations have been central to my ability to retrieve an object's

biography, and make visible the relationship that an object has to the people who

gave it movement and agency. Therefore the important questions are not always

about the objects themselves, but about the object/collector relationship in

particular spatial and temporal contexts. That being the case, however materially

stable objects may appear to be, they will in fact present themselves as different

things in different contexts."

The chronology of the chapters and the establishment of context have

mapped how historic events and organisational frameworks changed imperial

ideologies, which in turn continuously reformulated ideas about object collection,

presentation and display. But it is the way in which collectors used objects, not just

to present an image of Tibet to Britain but to present themselves with a significant

role within that process, that has been fundamental to this thesis. This has been

made possible by the extensive information on collection provenance which has

been retrievable for Scottish museum collections, and which has shed light on a

long and varied interaction between British agents and Tibetan objects.

16 Appadurai ("Commodities and the Politics of Value") focuses on the relationships of exchange
and, he asserts, the ways in which objects are commoditized relies on a series of contextualisations,
both in terms of specific moments of exchange (commodity situation), and the wider social arenas
that allow things to become commodities (commodity context). For Kopytoff (liThe Cultural
Biography of Things"), context ascribes value to commodities through process such as being
marked as 'sacred' or the process of singularisation, both of which require an analysis of the
context of each object/person encounter.
17 Brown, "Thing Theory", 7-9.
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6.2.1 Revealing the significance of Scotland's Tibetan encounter

When I first approached a selection of Scottish museums with Tibetan material, I

discovered that apart from a few objects within NMS, these collections had not

been displayed and had gone unpublished. The processes of getting objects out of

storage, discussing them with curatorial staff, analysing them and locating them

within the wider discourses regarding the position of Tibetan material culture in

the West has gone some way to rectify this omission. My research has built on

important new evidence, expanding the current and growing academic interest in

the western construction of Tibet through the use of material culture."

Neither the theoretical model nor the methodological approach used

within this research are new, but have been applied to new material and have

therefore created new ways of seeing these re-discovered collections. For

example, the distinctness of collector groups and the quantity of provenanced

material in Scottish museums that can be associated with them has shed light on

the important ways in which Scotland contributed to the British Empire's

dominance on the Indian subcontinent and evolving interests in Tibet.

Significantly, this thesis has made visible once more agencies that had been

hidden by museum processes and the passage of time. By revealing these

agencies, particularly those of female and Tibetan agents, I have uncovered new

perspectives on British-Tibetan encounters, which can inform not only the way

18 Since the mid-2000s there has been a small but flourishing academic interest in Tibetan
collections in British museums, which for the most part have focused on English museum
collections. This has included publications (Harris, The Museum on the Roof of the World) and
doctoral theses (Myatt, "British, Chinese, and Tibetan representations of the Mission to Tibet of
1904"); Zamponi, "British Collectors and Collections of Tibetan Art and Artefacts, 1850-1960"; and
Martin, "Charles Bell, A Collector in Tibet". The importance of material things in the study of British-
Tibetan encounters was noted at the 2010 conference for the International Association of Tibetan
Studies, held in Vancouver, which included a panel on material culture.
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scholars continue to develop ideas about how Tibet was constructed in the West,

but can also inform how post-colonial theory continues to advance methods of

interrogating material culture. As museums strive to include indigenous voices and

to reposition indigenous agents within their narratives, this will no doubt prove a

significant development in how we analyse encounters between objects and

people.

6.2.2 Constructing one Tibet out of many: the global, the organisational

and the personal within imperial ideologies

In the introduction I described the 'imaginative' ways in which Tibet was

historically encountered. Within the following chapters I explored how the

imperially, geographically and personally imagined Tibet related to another trio of

ideas - global, organisational and personal perspectives, and the ways in which

they related to imperial ideologies. How individuals 'imagined' Tibet in relation to

their position within an organisation (missionary or military) and against the

backdrop of wider imperial concerns, revealed a hugely varied series of responses

to Tibet and Tibetan material culture. Despite the limitations placed on access to

Tibet, a wide variety of collectors were able to collect Tibetan objects and find a

place for them within Scotland's museums. Although a series of coherent ideas,

intentions and uses for objects link the collectors that make up the three

identifiable collector categories, tensions and differences have been revealed

within and between groups. Yet together these collections, which span a hundred

years of collecting history, several countries (and continents) and a variety of social
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changes, form a mosaic of constructions of Tibet, representative of the broad sway

of expectations and intentions that collectors were placing on Tibetan material

culture. Imperial ideologies were embedded in each action collectors participated

in, so that their relationship to objects, and the ways in which objects offered a

service to them, became a part of the making and remaking of colonialism, further

embedding them in the Empire's ideological concerns." This study has sought to

reinstate this multidimensionality of relationships between people, and between

objects and people, contextualising the detail of individual collector intent into a

wider social discourse.

This has been possible by using a methodology linking the personal and the

global. Too great a focus on individuals without wider contextualisation would

have caused the loss of the major connecting threads that tie each collector group

together: analysis would have been lost within narrative detail. likewise, a focus

on organisational and imperial ideologies alone would have created a false

homogeneity, leaving the diversity of networks and agencies of collectors, Tibetans

and objects perpetually hidden.

This approach to analysing the effect of imperial ideologies - the personal,

organisational and global- has proved the importance of missionary and military

collecting practices and, crucially, the way in which their collected objects held

significant social roles. Without this analysis the impact of missionary collections,

which provided the foundations for Tibetan collections in Scotland's two largest

museums, would not have been recoverable with as much texture and detail as

19 Refer back to Introduction, section 1.2, Constructing an image of Tibet: 25, for an initial
discussion on the importance of interrogating the public roles given to objects.
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has been possible, potentially obscuring crucial evidence of British-Tibetan

encounters before 1904.

Whilst previous studies of the British-Tibetan encounter have taken into

account the material evidence in Scottish museums, 'Scotland' has often been

deeply embedded within 'Britain', hiding the specific importance of Scottish

museum collections in forging a place for Tibetan 'ethnographic' objects in Britain,

at a moment when Tibetan 'art' was being highlighted as the pinnacle of Tibetan

material culture in the major museums of tondon." Chapter Five showed that the

Museum's commitment to all of its Tibetan collections continued behind the

scenes despite the creation of new object hierarchies that publicly prioritised 'art'.

6.3 Recounting the biographies of people and things

The central chapters in this thesis followed the trajectories taken by objects and

people to unpack collector intent for the missionaries, military personnel and

other colonial agents whose objects now make up the holdings of Tibetan material

in Scottish museums. In the Introduction I established the aims of the thesis and

set out a methodological approach. This inter-disciplinary model has brought

together elements of post-colonial theory with a methodology based on the object

biography model, to use both textual and object-based evidence. Theory and

method were contextualised within the historical and social climate of late

20 Harris includes material from the National Museums Scotland in her study (The Museum on the
Roof of tne World) and other scholars have corresponded with NMS regarding Tibetan material for
scholarly publications. During my time as Assistant Curator of East and Central Asia (2005-2009), I
had several other enquiries from scholars wishing to engage with this material, but have yet to see
any other published academic work into which it has been incorporated.
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nineteenth and early twentieth century Britain and British India. The example of

Thomas Wise was a starting point for showing how collector intent could be made

visible through objects themselves, supplemented by textual evidence.

The next three chapters each focused on a different group of collectors

who had, to a certain degree, shared ideological concerns, personal circumstances

and uses for Tibetan material culture. Missionaries and military personnel were

quantitatively significant as collector groups within Scottish museum collections,

but their importance also lay in their spatial and temporal distributions. Missionary

collections were largely made in the late nineteenth century, making them

pioneers of Tibetan object collection. From the 1880s to the 1910s missionaries

centred in West Bengal in India, or Xinning in China, began laying the foundations

for Scottish museum collections. The Reverend James Thomson and J.W. Innes-

Wright remain responsible for over eighty percent of Glasgow Museum's Tibetan

holdings and Annie Taylor and Innes-Wright were both instrumental in the early

transformation of the EMSA's fortunes, turning only a few items into a substantial

collection. These were not just quantitative contributions, but began the process

of constructing new ideas of Tibet in Scotland. Although it would not be until after

the 1904 Expedition that the RSMwould highlight their Tibetan collections, these

early collections would provide the counterbalance against which Ottley's chorten

would later be displayed and interpreted as 'Tibetan Buddhist art'.

Influenced by the ideological concerns of missionary organisations, and

through the use of objects as tools of education, commerce and authenticators of

personal experience, missionary collectors presented a Tibetan culture, and

Tibetan people, reminiscent ofthe British working class poor - in need ofthe same
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pastoral care and Christian enlightenment as the 'needy' already present in British

society.21This attitude provided a way of associating their work in Tibet with

British social culture, linking missionary work, Tibetan objects and society in quite

specific ways.

Chapter Two brought out the greatest distinction of 'Scottish' concerns

within the wider rubric of British imperialism, due to the nature of Scottish

Presbyterian missions and their impact on missionaries both within larger

missionary organisations and those working independently. The Reverend James

Thomson offers an important tension in our understanding of how Scottish identity

and missionary activity in West Bengal impacted on the collection of Tibetan

material culture. As the only member of the CoSFM to have collections

represented in a Scottish museum, his case study suggests that something

significant was taking place, distinguishing the work of the CoSFMand affecting

their relationship to Tibetan material culture. What is not represented in Scottish

museum collections is therefore highly significant and helpful to our understanding

of how organisational ideologies and practical concerns could be disruptive of

established or expected patterns of collectlng."

There were a variety of roles ascribed to both female and Tibetan agents in

the missionary context. Some, like Annie Taylor, remain highly visible within both

the archival evidence and object evidence whilst others, such as Rebecca Innes-

21 See, for example Orr Macdonald, A Unique and Glorious Mission, 33. Also see Thorne,
Congregational Missions and the Making of Imperial Culture in Nineteenth Century England, 39 and
87.
22 Further analysis of the collection of material culture by CoSFM workers is certainly needed. The
organization did engage in the circulation of objects, including the establishment of 'factories'
which trained local workers and whose products were sold by churches and at bazaars within
Scotland. Material culture was therefore circulating in entirely different ways within that particular
organization, further stressing the heterogeneity of missionary collecting practices.
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Wright and Sarah Ridley, are almost invisible. Because of Taylor's higher profile,

Puntso was able to forge a position for himself in her work and in her collection. By

contrast, Innes-Wright's apparent ambivalence towards Tibetan culture and

Tibetan people shows that missionary responses to the communities amongst

whom they worked varied widely.

The importance of missionaries as collectors came in their sustained,

personal interaction with Tibetans, which meant that exchanges of objects came

out of long-term relationships and negotiations, highlighting 'ordinary' working

Tibetan peasants and nomads, who had been culturally invisible in western

collecting and would become invisible again after the 1904 Expedition. These

missionary collections actively fed into the Scottish public's construction of Tibet

through the profile given to them by their collectors. The objects became part of

the enactment of imperialism and missionary identity through public lectures,

tours and exhibitions. The commoditisation of these collections on entry into

museums highlights an important function that missionaries ascribed to

collections, showing that objects were not just vehicles for promoting missionary

work through public engagement, but were a necessary part of meeting practical

needs.

The collectors examined in Chapter Three form the most cohesive group,

linked by the influence of the military's organisational framework, closely

connected class and family ties and, most importantly, a focus on a very specific

moment of collecting - the 1904 Expedition. This pivotal moment in British-Tibetan

relations cemented the category of Tibetan Buddhism as 'religious' in order to

distinguish it from the British perspective of 'secular'. In doing so, British officers
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could discredit monastic power and create bounded definitions for Tibetan culture,

and specifically Tibetan material culture. The latter could then be further reified as

'art', within a western hierarchy of world cultures and artistic traditions.

There was also a stark contrast in the process of collecting undertaken by

military collectors. Rather than building long-term relationships or participating in

mutual exchanges, the military collecting process largely relied on violent

encounters, looting and a disregard for Tibetan sacred spaces. Even diplomatic gift

giving evidenced the ideological domination of British imperialist governance over

their Tibetan counterparts.

Not only were military collectors changing the terms on which Tibetan

material culture was placed in western cultural categories, but they gave objects

very different public roles to missionary collectors. There was a shift from

educational and community benefits to collecting for personal prestige and the

advancement of certain types of knowledge that had been of less concern, or less

readily accessible, to missionary collectors. Military knowledge was broadly viewed

as scientific and verifiable and therefore given prominence thanks to its

relationship to British imperialism. As such, military officers were assumed to have

an authority over the representation of Tibetan material culture that was publicly

acknowledged by learned societies and museums.

Yet as the case study ofthe Bailey family shows, even though the influences

of military imperialism were prominently displayed in collector intent, objects

quickly moved from the battlefield to the home. Within the home, Tibetan

material culture was domesticated, whilst still retaining relevance, through modes
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of display, to imperial trlurnphallsm." When under the influence of those not

directly associated with the 1904 Expedition, objects were often transferred from

male to female agencies and given radically different roles once more. No longer

just representational of violent encounters and dubious conduct, objects became

markers of personal prestige (for female agents as well as male collectors) and

family legacy.

Chapter Four developed the methodological approach of the previous chapters.

Through the use of Sarah Byrne's reworking of Latour's Actor-Network-Theory, it

re-examined and broadened the object biography model." Whilst the collectors in

this chapter did not have the same coherence as a group as was achieved by

missionaries and military personnel, through a series of short case studies

collectors were threaded together not by occupation or location, but by intent and

expectation as this related to the collecting process and their differing roles within

it. This approach to examining collectors made visible an emerging series of

concerns relating to class, gender and indigenous agency that followed objects

from maker to collector to Museum. This methodology not only highlighted

agencies that were known (collectors) but the potential agencies of other

previously unknown actors (specifically female and indigenous agents). Colonial

collectors had the least amount of textual evidence available for study.2s However

this approach made visible their collector intent often through objects alone,

23 See Chapter Three, section 3.9, Case study: Florence Bailey - military acquisitions and the
domestic space, 2 Shelton, Collectors, Expressions of Self and Others 10.
24 See Chapter Four, section 4.3, Trials and traces: tracing biographies of objects and people: 295.
25 The exception being the collection of Lilian Le Mesurier, which provides the strongest
connections between objects and texts.
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offering new insights into how to locate such intentions in collections that usually

has little or no accompanying textual evidence.

Chapter Five focused on Tibetan objects that entered NMS and examined

the trajectories of these collections as they negotiated institutional concerns, the

personal expectations of staff and the continuing interest of their collectors, as

well as the tension that existed with other, more prominent, collections. Here the

museum became an artefact for study, continually modified by institutional

process within it, and practices that took place around it. Rather than just

providing a narrative history of Tibetan displays within the Museum, I highlighted

the importance of the spaces around Tibetan objects, which often had the greatest

impact on the direction in which Tibetan collections travelled. Crucially, within the

struggle for visual and intellectual space within the Museum, the biographical

details highlighted in the previous chapters often became 'flattened out' within the

museum context. Curators and visitor were then required to work hard to relocate

the biographies of objects and re-connect them to the biographies of people.

Perhaps the most significant conclusion of this chapter was that it was

within the Museum and not in the field at the moment of encounter, that the

categories of 'art' and 'ethnography' became most clearly articulated, both in

textual and display form. The Museum had engaged with the creation of the

category of 'Tibetan art' in the post 1904 period, but the substantial amount of

material the museum held that did not fit this categorical construct also led to the

formation of 'ethnographic' Tibetan collections. There was not always a clear

distinction between these categories, an issue that the Museum wrestled with

through the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Crucially though, the
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Museum finally made salient these unspoken divisions that were already visible in

the way collectors constructed their own collections.i''

6.4 Tibetan material in Scottish museums: highlighting research

themes

As the above summary of my chapter conclusions has shown, reoccurring themes

amongst all collectors are visible, despite the heterogeneity of their circumstances,

experiences and intentions. Gender, class and race have been important categories

for positioning both collectors and collections, and their effect on collecting

practices will be analysed in more detail later in this section. An interest in finding

'authenticity', creating authority and denoting value for objects were universally

acknowledged processes for the collectors I have examined. Additionally, all

collectors, to varying degrees, took part in the construction of 'Tibetan Buddhism'

as a category within western systems of classification and some were part of the

construction of further categories, such as 'Tibetan Buddhist art'. This was linked

to the wider construction of Tibetan Buddhism as a 'religion' in a sense that was

meaningful and intelligible to a western audience, but which negated Tibetan

interpretations of their own heritage, customs and practices.

It is the process of collection itself which has elicited such a variety of

responses and actions of Tibetan agents. All but invisible to the viewer in the

museum, Tibetan agency has appeared in different ways in each chapter: though

26 I noted in the introduction that the verbalization of this division was somewhat artificial, but
within the Museum, it was articulated in a much clearer fashion. See Introduction, section 1.4.1,
Collecting: a biographical model: 78.
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often unacknowledged, Tibetan agents can be seen to have inserted themselves

into the process of constructing Tibet in the western imagination, making different

claims on Tibetan material culture and Tibetan identity, in a variety of

circumstances. In the cases of Lilian Le Mesurier and Annie Taylor we dearly saw

the way in which Tibetans helped form part of the collector's construction of Tibet.

Conversely, within the collection of Lord Carmichael, I have had to uncover those

processes by which Tibetan agency helped form a collection, but which were

hidden; either by or from the collector. Often Tibetan agency has only been visible

through an interrogation of the objects themselves, remaining hidden in more

explicit sources, such as texts. The subversion of western collecting strategies, such

as through the process of keeping-whilst-giving (highlighted in the cases of Lilian Le

Mesurier's shrine box and Lord Carmichael's cham costumes) has been particularly

insightful, uncovering the dynamism of Tibetan agency in the collecting process.

These concepts formed a fundamental part of imperial ideologies, around

which constructions of Tibet were created through material things. Collectors were

often unaware of the ways in which their collecting practices related to these

concepts, but through their own actions these concepts were being 'performed'

continually.

6.4.1 Authenticity, authority and value

Within this thesis two types of authenticity have come to light, one pertaining to

the object, and the other to the collector. I have shown that the notion of an

'authentic' object is an ideological construct, part of a social and political invention,
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yet also in part relational, as a local tactic imposed by the collector at a certain

moment." Objects missionaries thought representational of Tibetan culture, such

as amulet packets or small, personal gau, were markedly different from a military

interpretation which presented only the material culture of monasteries as

authentically Tibetan. Yet despite the difficulty in defining an object's authenticity,

nearly all the collectors implicitly or explicitly sought to create a sense of the

'authentic' within their collections.

Collector authenticity was linked to notions of authority - who had the

authority to speak about Tibetan culture and who had the authority to say which

objects were and were not authentic. Collector authenticity was located in the

unique personal experience of the collecting process and the very fact that the

collector had been the person 'on the spot' at that moment of encounter. In this

sense, objects were the evidence that authenticated personal experience."

ascribing the collector with the authority to make pronouncements about Tibet,

because they were actually there when others were not. For certain collectors who

were less embedded in formal centres of knowledge production (for example the

RGSand the Royal Asiatic Society) such as missionaries, this type of authenticity

was particularly important. Annie Taylor, Harry French Ridley and J.W. Innes-

Wright all worked incredibly hard to promote their experiences, but being

accepted as having authoritative knowledge was far easier for military officers and

civil servants who had the right sort of connections to both social elites and

learned societies. Such distinctions were also tied to gender and class prejudices,

27 Clifford, The Predicament of Culture, 12.
28 Susan Stewart, On Longing, 135.
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which undermined missionary knowledge production because it related to non-

elite Tibetans and was often gathered from work with women and children (or by

women, who made up a substantial portion of the missionary community).

Annie Taylor's speaking tours and publications were full of new information

about Tibetan culture, flora and fauna, and should have been well received by the

knowledge-hungry imperial elite. However her position as a missionary, who

worked against British attempts to force Tibetan diplomacy, her disregard for

British social etiquette when living in Tibet, her gender and her writing style-

aimed at the missionary enthusiast not the learned scholar - stopped her from

being seen as a credible source of authentic knowledge about Tibet. Unlike Lilian

Le Mesurier, who worked with elitist prejudices in order to overcome them, those

with power and influence did not consider Taylor an authority on the subject. By

contrast, Lord Carmichael was opening museum conferences and passing

judgement on Indian culture from the moment he arrived in India, when he had

yet to experience it first hand. It was his place as a member of the British imperial

elite, and his knowledge and patronage of European art that gave him the

authority to make pronouncements on all material culture that crossed his path.

Tied to notions of authenticity and authority have been ideas of value and

the processes through which values were ascribed to Tibetan material culture.

These were not fixed, but changed with developing interests and understandings

relating to different aspects of Tibetan material culture. Economic value drove

much of the missionary collecting encountered in Chapter Two, with the notable

exception of the Reverend James Thomson. Even collections that were not created

with a commercial purpose in mind were commoditised when necessary, such as
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the collections of W.J. Ottley, Eric Bailey and Lilian Le Mesurier. The amounts of

money that moved between collectors and museums, from the 1890s until the

1930s, is a good indication that Tibetan material culture had an economic value,

peaking around 1904-1905 in line with the social and political turbulence of the

1904 Expedition. But, importantly, The EMSAwas always willing to pay for Tibetan

material in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, regardless of whether

it came from an eccentric missionary or an upstanding military officer; Tibetan

material was always valuable.

6.4.2 The creation of Tibetan Buddhism and Tibetan Buddhist art

'Tibetan Buddhism' was a well known term by the time missionary collectors were

engaging in their collecting activities, but it was during the transition from

missionary to military frames of reference in the early twentieth century that the

categories of 'Tibetan Buddhism' and 'Tibetan Buddhist art' were cemented as

ways of defining Tibetan culture and its material rnanlfestatlons." Missionary

collectors often focused on 'popular' Tibetan Buddhism, which drew in objects

considered 'ethnographic' by the developing scholarly field of anthropology, used

and acquired outside the context of the monastery and often in the domestic

setting. This was in part due to access, which restricted missionary encounters with

Tibetans to outlying areas of India and Tibet inhabited by nomads and traders.

Missionary objects of 'Tibetan Buddhism' were therefore reflective of the practices

of a specific sector of Tibetan society and contain a proliferation of small gau, tsa-

29 Harris, The Museum on the Roof of the World, 18.
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tsa, mani stones and other amulets, material more closely associated by scholars

with Bon 'superstitions' than authentic Tibetan Buddhist practice, which was

classified as 'religious'.

Missionary representations of Tibetan Buddhism were tied to their

vocational concerns and the relationship between Christianity and Tibetan

practices. Objects were tangible proof of the necessity of missionary work, not the

evidence required by scholars of Tibetan Buddhism or Sanskrit as validation of

library based research.

A major turning point in the construction of 'Tibetan Buddhism' in the West

was the publication of L.A.Waddell's research within a Tibetan Buddhist temple,

and his impact on the 1904 Expedition. By taking up Waddell's approach (based on

anthropological methodology) and accepting his assessments of the objects

associated with Tibetan Buddhist practices, a variety of collectors (not just those

associated with the 1904 Expedition) cemented Tibetan Buddhism as an artefact,

controllable by Europeans and modifiable according to European social and

political needs." Waddell's book, understood as a scholarly work, was designed for

those who wished to comprehend Tibetan Buddhism as a foreign object," and

therefore made his notion of authentic Tibetan Buddhism (monastic), worthy of

study.

This particular vision of Tibetan Buddhism, as something organised,

oppressive, degenerative and classifiable as a 'religion', required a new

understanding of its associated material culture. The nature of the 1904 Expedition

30 See lopez, "Foreigner at the lama's Feet", 283.
31 Harris, The Museum on the Roof of the World, 46. Also Hovell McMillin, English in Tibet, Tibet in
English, 76.
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gave access to monasteries and the homes of social elites, opening up new object

types, categorisations and hierarchies of object value. Tibetan Buddhist art as an

object category therefore developed in conjunction with Tibetan Buddhism as a

'religion' over the course of the 1904 Expedition and in light of the new

enthusiasm for collecting Tibetan material culture that came in its aftermath. The

cementing of these terms and their relationship to one another was reflective of

European attempts to position Tibetan culture as 'Other' and therefore backward,

oppressed and flawed when compared to the ordered, civilised and rational

societies exemplified by collectors themselves." In this new order, 'authentic'

Tibetan Buddhism, and therefore authentic Tibetan Buddhist art, was tied to the

monastic system, so that the gau, tsa-tsa and amulets collected by missionaries as

examples of Tibetan Buddhist paraphernalia were replaced by sculptures and

manuscripts, often made of precious materials and of high quality craftsmanship

that were seen as examples of monastic art. The repositioning of these objects

within western hierarchies of culture and art gave them an increased value,

shifting the overall values given to different categories of Tibetan material culture

within Britain.33

Yet this process created a political and social tension. Whilst the objects of

this authenticated form of Tibetan Buddhism, and the associated category of

Tibetan Buddhist art, were worthy of acquisition, study and display, the

organisational structure that governed it, the Tibetan monastic system, was not.

32 Myatt, "Trinkets, Temples and Treasures", 147.
33 This was, as discussed later in this chapter, heavily tied to ideas of class amongst British
collectors. As Harris notes, 'a miniaturized Tibet had been incorporated into the imperial dominium,
and Tibetan art was enshrined as the legitimate property of the British elite' (The Museum on the
Roof of the World, 77).
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The construction of these terms, and their use by British officers associated with

the 1904 Expedition allowed Tibetan culture to be split, so that the 'art' of the

monasteries could be kept, whilst the 1904 Expedition force simultaneously

attempted to dismantle the power and authority of Tibet's monastic system, which

had created it.34 This was very much a political tactic, enabling the British to

delegitimise Tibetan forms of power through the creation and use of the divisions

'religious' and 'secular'. Western imperialism could then acknowledge certain

aspects of Tibetan culture whilst silencing others.

The expression of this shift has been most clearly seen in Lilian Le

Mesurier's collection and accompanying papers, specifically the article 'Tibetan

Curio's. The article shows how these views, outlined by Waddell and secured by

the 1904 Expedition (while Le Mesurier was writing), existed and moved beyond

the boundaries of that event with great speed. Le Mesurier's straight split between

'religious' and 'secular' objects, and the hierarchy of value she clearly gave them,

were the culmination of these social and political processes of re-evaluating

Tibetan material culture associated with Tibetan Buddhism.

6.4.3 Tibetan agency and racial prejudice

'Tibet has been, and continues to be, imagined entirely in terms of great physical and temporal

distance ... resulting in the denial of ... agency to those who live and create 'Tibet', that is,

Tibetans,.35

34 Ibid., 57.
35 Harris, In the Image of Tibet, 17.
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The implementation of terms such as 'Tibetan Buddhist art' and 'Tibetan

Buddhism' allowed the West to dominate the meaning and value of Tibetan

material culture, whilst silencing the values given to objects by their Tibetan

makers and users. Yet as I have shown, Tibetan agency was not absent from the

collecting process, even if the evidence for Tibetan involvement is not always

explicitly visible. The roles of the monks who assisted Le Mesurier, particularly the

Kushok of Spituk, and those in Oarjeeling from whom Lord Carmichael bought his

Tibetan cham collection, show the influence of local populations on what was and

was not collected, suggesting this influence was far more important than scholars

have so far recognised." What these case studies show is that local people (in this

caseTibetans) had 'a whole set of possibilities for manipulating the white men

who arrived in their region: anthropologists, colonial officers, missionaries and

soldiers'." This study has not only tracked Tibetan agency, but the agency of all

those involved in the collecting process - collectors, Tibetans, collectors' families

and museums.

The collection of Annie Taylor is interesting because she gave a greater

importance within the collection to Puntso, both through his name as the donor on

many of the object labels and through his participation in her speaking tours and

publicity. Puntso had a place in the collections because he made one for himself-

there is no denying his own agency in the process - but equally because Taylor

gave him one. The methodological approach of this study, tying global and

36 Ter Keurs, "Introduction: Theory and Practice of Colonial Collecting", S.
37Ibid.,9.
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personal perspectives together, has made these individual agencies visible again,

contextualising them within wider social and imperial concerns.

Collectors rarely acknowledged that the invisibility of Tibetan agents was

firmly tied to their own racial prejudices. Yet encounters between Tibetans and

British agents were embedded in assumptions about racial hierarchies, which

travelled from Britain to India and were rearticulated in response to specific

encounters. Generally speaking, Tibetans had agency in the collecting process in

spite of collectors, not because of them. The fact that so many of the Tibetan

agencies that have come to light in the course of my research were hidden from

collectors themselves (or collectors chose to ignore them), is indicative of the

unspoken importance of race as a constituent part of dominant imperial

ideologies.

6.4.4 The role of gender and class in the collecting process

Gender played a significant role not only in the collecting process but in the long-

term biographical development of objects and collections. In each chapter where

collecting occurred in quite different contexts gender roles, whether ascribed to

(as in the case of Florence Bailey) or not (for example, Annie Taylor), were

formative influences on the 'life' of an object. Yet there was not always a clear

trend for collecting on a gendered basis and whilst gender was important to

collecting practices, it was not always displayed in stereotypical ways.38So, for

example, the military collections outlined in Chapter Three are more indicative of

38 The collection of Agnes Christison being the most obvious exception to this statement, as a prime
example of gendered collecting. See Chapter Four, 4.5.4, Agnes Christison: 332.
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the social and imperial context of the 1904 Expedition and the type of material

available than a sense of a 'male' collecting strategy, which was in fact a

consequence of the situation.

Women in particular used their relationship with Tibetan objects to

construct their own position within wider society. Sometimes this was expressly

manifested, as in the case of Florence Bailey, and sometimes was not, as with Lilian

Le Mesurier, who invested in class hierarchies to establish her position. Whilst it

could be argued that military collecting by default was a masculine enterprise,

analysis of the full life history of military collections has shown women to be active

mediators in the latter phases of an object's life, particularly moments involving

display and Interpretatton." Importantly, women's roles were enacted in Britain

and are therefore visible in statistical records such as birth, death and marriage, or

census returns. Such records make for a richer analysis of the social context in

which collecting took place by bringing to light those female participants who are

otherwise absent. The women associated with military collections are distinct as

none of them travelled with their male relatives, forming their entire relationship

with Tibetan material culture from a spatial and ideological distance. Their actions

therefore show that the moment of collecting was often a far less active moment

in an object's life history than moments of display. Additionally, female agency was

often deployed in unpredictable ways that did not necessarily conform to

gendered stereotypes. Being absent from the actual moment of collection, women

associated with military collections had to position themselves quite deliberately

39 A full description of the 'life phases' of objects was outline in the Introduction, see section 1.4.2
Collecting: a methodological approach for analysing objects: 80.
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within the lives of these objects, in ways that other women collectors, and keepers

of family collecting legacies, did not.

Conversely, within missionary and colonial collector contexts women were

active participants in every stage of the collecting process, although some were

more visible than others. Women such as Agnes Christison and Rebecca Innes-

Wright have left no traces of their own biographies but have been brought to light

through the interrogation of the collections associated with them and their

husbands. These objects have highlighted the ways in which women were active

partners, made silent by their positions as wives and mothers within an imperial

framework and through organisational practices, which have obscured their

contributions through reliance on official, written records. Paradoxically, these

collections also show the variety of opportunities available to women within the

same framework whose official legacy renders them voiceless. Imperialism as a

strategy for dominance, employing a host of ideological and practical processes of

governance and administration, has been shown to promote female agency by

offering a moment of release from many of the societal constraints that governed

gender roles within Britain.

Classwas a concept that bonded many of the collectors together, with the

majority classified as middle or upper-middle class. The hierarchies of the British

class system, a crucial part of imperial ideologies, were transported with collectors

from Britain to their encounters with Tibetans. Therefore the way collectors

encountered different 'classes' of Tibetan society, largely mirrored their own

station in life within Britain. On this basis, the collections in Scottish museums

should be limited to the upper echelons of Tibetan society. I argue that it is
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through missionary collectors, who generally worked with the nomadic and

peasant communities, that the material available for study in Scottish museums

now forms a mosaic of the Tibetan population, from nomads, peasants and monks

to the Lhasa elite. Missionaries as a collector group pulled away from the confines

of the British class structure in order to fulfil their missionary ambitions. The

collections of Tibetan material in Scottish museums are richer for it.

In fact, social status often had a greater effect than gender in making

certain collectors more visible within their collections. Taylor's success in

cultivating a certain amount of celebrity around her name and her collection was

largely due to her status as an independent missionary who was able to dictate the

way in which her collection was used and recorded, and make decisions about

what associations were recorded with it. Her ability to establish an independent

venture was reliant on her social position as part of the burgeoning industrial

upper-middle class, showing her social status and the trappings it brought her to

have a greater impact on her ability to collect than her gender or her occupation.

Both Le Mesurier and Lady Carmichael were also wealthy women with the

mechanisms to support their collecting activities. Unlike Taylor they were married

and located in India thanks to their husbands' positions within imperial politics. But

both women had enough status in their own right to undertake collecting activities

completely independently of their male companions. Crucially, Le Mesurier forged

relationships with Tibetans directly, allowing her to dictate collecting strategies far

more specifically than, for example, Agnes Christison.

The class concerns that faced female collectors were often mirrored in the

concerns of their male counterparts. Men such as General McDonald and Lord
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Carmichael were taken seriously by museums, who courted their patronage.

Conversely, Innes-Wright's absence from public records within the EMSA is not just

a reflection of his occupation and physical absence from Scotland but also of his

class, which contributed to his decision to sell, rather than donate, his collections

for much needed cash.

Whist Tibet was never a formalised colonial territory, the mentality of

colonialism that existed within British-Indian communities was transposed onto

the British-Tibetan encounter. Colonial settlements like Darjeeling, I have shown,

had a very distinct population balance, which included far more women and

children than other parts of India, or the Empire at large. The lack of distinctive

colonial settlement within Tibet generally denied the sorts of collecting

opportunities that created gender-distinct collecting patterns in other areas." For

example, Pearce notes that women's collecting activities in nineteenth century

Britain was heavily tied to domestic routine, meaning that women tended to

collect material that had a place within the domestic interior and could be blended

with home furnishings and ornaments. This sort of stereotypical female collecting

therefore required a particular context tied to the domestic routine, which was

unavailable for most men and women associated with Tibetan collecting practices.

Only Agnes Christison's collection can be regarded as 'colonial' in this way, and her

object collection, centered on the home and her children, suggests that

colonialism was indeed a major influence on domestic, female collecting.

Many ideological concepts came together to construct not just an image of

Tibet but also the identities of those who participated in that construction. These

40 Pearce, On Collecting, 207.
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concepts were fundamental to the 'personal' aspect of the developing imagined

Tibet and were just as important, though often more opaque, as imperial and

geographical imaginings.

6.5 Coda: 'Scotland to the World, The World to Scotland'

These words, carved into the floor of NMS are a constant reminder of the long

associations Scots have forged with foreign territories. The positioning of these

words, in a circle, read and re-read continuously, also reminds us of the fluidity of

cultural exchange and that such encounters require a variety of participants. The

biographical cycle of these Tibetan objects in Scottish museums has not been

arrested, but is being engaged with in new ways, over one hundred years after the

first objects of this encounter were brought into the EMSA.

Figure 53: Eric Bailey's legacy - the suit of armour collected in Gyantse now in the 'Discoveries'
Gallery of NMS.41

41
Armour for a man (NMS A.1909.406).
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Tibetan material culture today has multiple sites of encounter with the

museum visitor across NMS. At the centre of the Museum is a gallery called

Discoveries. The Museum's website states that Discoveries allows the visitor to:

'Discover the legacy of Scots whose ideas, innovations and leadership took them across the

world. Innovators and inventors, diplomats, military leaders, adventurers or the celebrities of

their time: intriguing objects reveal the stories of their lives and achievements in Scotland and

around the world,.42

Here, the collector is central to the narrative, and the collectors as Scots,

members of Britain's imperial dominating force of the late nineteenth and early

twentieth century world, is a crucial part of that narrative. There are many

interesting ideas surrounding this gallery, not least its relationship to the ever-

changing role of a 'Scottish' national museum, as Scotland once again attempts to

rearticulate its position in Britain. Collectors are offered as a key tool in the

narration of this nationalist interest. At the centre of Discoveries is a case

containing the suit of armour Eric Bailey acquired in 1908. The label discusses his

role as trade agent in Gyantse and his career as an important political officer for

the British Indian government. Bailey as a collector has been reinstated, but just as

the suit of armour was part of a collection given a specific public role by its

collector, now the Museum has recast the collector in the role of the object,

42NMS website, "Discoveries", accessed 23/04/2013,
http://www.nms.ac. uk/ ou r_m useums/national_ museu m/explore _the _ga Ileries/ discoveries.aspx.
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presenting him as in service to the intentions and expectations of the institution

that houses his collecting legacy.
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7 Appendix
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7.1 Appendix A: Collector Biographies

The following table provides biographical outline for the majority of the collectors

examined in this thesis. Collectors have been arranged along a time line, making it

easier to see associations between contemporaries.
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7.2 Appendix B: history of NMS, including historic name changes

1855 -Industrial Museum of Scotland established by an Act of Parliament. George

Wilson appointed as first director of the Industrial Museum.

1862 - Industrial Museum, under Director Thomas CArcher, opens to the public in

Argyll Square, Edinburgh.

1864 - Industrial Museum renamed the Edinburgh Museum of Science and Art.

1866 - Edinburgh Museum of Science and Art opens in Chambers Street in a new

building, designed by architect, Francis Fowke.

1904 - Edinburgh Museum of Science and Art renamed Royal Scottish Museum.

1985 - National Heritage (Scotland) Act 1985 establishes National Museums of

Scotland, bringing together the Royal Scottish Museum, Museum of Flight, The

Scottish United Services Museum (later National War Museum), Museum of

Scottish Country Life and Shambellie House Museum of Costume.

1995 - Royal Scottish Museum renamed Royal Museum.

1998 - The Museum of Scotland opens in a new building in Chambers Street,

designed by architects Benson and Forsyth.

2006 - Renamed National Museums Scotian
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7.3 Appendix C:Tibetan and other 'Himalayan' material in Scottish

museums - a collection breakdown

National Museums Scotland

• 1227 items within the World Cultures collection with the associated descriptor

'Tibet', either as place of manufacture, place of collection or an associated

place.

o NB: Many of these items are made up of parts, which are all listed

individually, so that the total Tibetan collection is actually

approximately 800-850 items.

• 315 additional items described as 'Himalayan', associated with Nepal, Ladakh,

Sikkim, Bhutan or the Darjeeling area of West Bengal.

o NB: These also contain objects with multiple parts and the total of

complete objects is approximately 200 items.

• KEYCOLLECTORS:

o MISSIONSARIES:Annie Royle Taylor, J.W. Innes Wright, H.F. Ridley.

o MILITARYOFFICERS:Frederick 'Eric' Marshman Bailey, W,J. Ottley, J.F.C

Dalmahoy.

o COLONIALCOLLECTORS:lilian Le Mesurier, Lord and Lady Carmichael,

Agnes Symington Christison E.S.Lumsden, Isabelle A. Tyrie.

Glasgow Museums

• 333 items within the World Cultures collection associated with the descriptor

'Tibet', either as place of manufacture, place of collection or an associated

place.

• 114 additional items described as 'Himalayan', from Bhutan and Nepal.

• KEYCOLLECTORS:J.W. Innes Wright, James Thomson, Annie Royle Taylor (all

missionaries).
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Marischal Museum, University of Aberdeen

• Approximately 150 items within the World Cultures collection, associated with

the descriptor 'Tibet', either as place of manufacture, place of collection or an

associated place, including thirty photographs.

• KEYCOLLECTORS:General James Ronald Leslie Macdonald (military officer).

The McManus Art Gallery and Museum, Dundee

• Fifty-eight items within the World Cultures collection, associated with the

descriptor 'Tibet', either as place of manufacture, place of collection or an

associated place.

• Twenty-two additional items described as from Nepal.

• KEYCOLLECTORS:Thomas Alexander Wise, Isabelle Tyrie (colonial collectors).

Smith Art Gallery and Museum, Stirling

• Two objects associated with the descriptor 'Tibet' and a further twenty

associated with the descriptor 'Nepal'.

o NB: These did not form part of this study.

Elgin Museum

• Three objects associated with the descriptor 'Tibet' and a further four

associated with the descriptor 'Nepal'.

o NB: These did not form part of this study.
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7.4 Appendix 0: breakdown of J.W. Innes-Wright collection by

museum (1897-1904)

Glasgow Edinburgh British Museum Liverpool
Amulet: filled cloth Amulet: filled cloth Amulet: made of Amulet: filled cloth
parcel parcel x2 (one on thread parcel x4

girdle)

Armlet: conch shell Armlet: conch shell Armlet: conch shell

Bag

Beater: for a gong
Bell: Drilbu Bell: Drilbu

Bowl: Brass (from Bowl: Brass (from
Lhasa) Lhasa)
Bowl: wooden x2 Bowl: wooden Bowl: wooden

Butter lamp Butter lamp x2 Butter lamp

Charm: paper Charm: paper Charm: paper

Chorten x2

Cheese Cheese x3 Cheese x3

Chopstick set: knife,
chopsticks, case

Clothing: garter, Clothing: pair of Clothing: Coat, Clothing: Garter,
complete outfit, boots man's hat, woman's woman's hat,
woman's hat hat, socks monk's hat

Comb

Dagger

Damaru (drum) Damaru (drum) x2 Damaru (drum) x2

Dorje Dorje

Earrings: woman's Earrings: woman's Earrings: woman's
Lhasa style Lhasa style

Finger Ring x2 Finger ring Finger ring x3

Ewer: copper Ewer: Copper

Eye Guard
Gau x2 Gau xS Gau x2 Gaux4

Girdle: Brass, Girdle: Brass, Girdle: Brass, Girdle: Brass,
female female female female

Gong: Bronze

Headdress:
wooden, belonging
to Lama

Kapala (Skull cup) Kapala (Skull cup) Kapala (Skull cup)

Luck flag x4 Luck Flag Luck flags x2 Luck flag x 4

Milk Pail Milk pail

padlock and key
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Glasgow Edinburgh British Museum Liverpool
Prayer beads: Prayer Beads x2 Prayer beads x3
wooden (wood and human (wooden, conch

bone) shell and human
bone)

Prayer Wheel Prayer Wheel x2 Prayer wheel x2

Printing blocks Printing block x2

Purse: leather Purse: leather
Purse: leather Purse: leather
heart shaped x2 heart shaped
Sculpture: Sculpture: Sculpture:
Avalokltesvara Avalokltesvara Avalokltesvara

Seal: for an official
x2 Seal

Sword and
scabbard

Tabacco pouch:
leather

Trumpet: conch Trumpet: conch
shell shell

Trumpet: copper

Trumpet: thigh Trumpet: thigh

bone bone

Tsa-tsa Tsa-tsa x2 tsa-tsa x2

Wrist-guard Wrist-guard
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7.5 Appendix E: Reverend James Thomson's Map of Sikkim

Section of the map the Reverend James Thomson took to Sikkim, during his tour of

the area with William Sutherland. This detail shows Thomson's route markings,

which suggest he and Sutherland planned to venture further into Sikkimese

territory, past Tumlong.

Map reference

Survey of India: North Eastern Trans-Frontier, Sheet No.7, N.W.3 (1879-1884).
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7.6 Appendix F: 1904 Expedition Collections

Collections are broken down by object type, following the divisions used by the

RSMin the early twentieth century. These divisions are however reflective of

divisions made by military collectors, examined in Chapter Three. The category of

'tantric or grotesque Tibetan Buddhism' appears to relate specifically to items

made of bone which related to monastic-based ceremonial practices.

I have included items bought at auction and collectors I have assumed are

associated with the 1904 Expedition (due to types of objects/dates collections

were made/came into museums).

All object numbers are approximate due to the nature of museum accessions,

which sometime group parts of the same object under one number, and

sometimes do not.

NB: I have given details of object numbers both with, and without, the addition of

EricBailey's collection, which is made up of both Expedition and later material.
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Officer Name Weapon/ Domestic Use Popular Monastic Sculpture Thangkas Buddhist Books and Personal Textile/ Total

Armour Religion Items (Tantric Writing items Clothing
or

'grotesque')

A. Dowell
(Auction 1 1

House)
Capt. Bell 1 1

Capt. Bruce
1 1 1 1 4

Turnbull
Capt. F.M.

12 24 7 7 2 8 1 12 3 5 81
Bailey

Dr. Duncan M.
1 17 17 14 1 3 4 2 2 61

Morison
E.H.C.Walsh 1 3 4 3 3 14

General J.L.R.
4 1 9 3 7 2 10 36

Macdonald
J.C.Stevens
(Auction 1 1

House)
James Mason 1 1

John Francis
16 2

1 19

Cecil Dalmahoy
Major N.V.L.

1 9 7 7 24

Rybot
MajorW.J.

3 4 1 1 3 7 19

Ottley
MajorW.L. 3 3

Campbell
Mrs Mclean 2 2

4

Total (with
3B 48 44 29 25 25 12 16 22 9 268

Bailey)
Total (Without

26 24 37 22 23 17 11 4 19 4 187

Bailey)
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